
ICP/MS Analysis for Metals EPA  6020/ 200.8 

The advantages of the ICP-MS EPA 200.8/6020 are numerous. This instrument offers very low 
detection limits, relative freedom from spectral and chemical interferences, broad elemental 
coverage, high sample throughput, and simultaneous multiple element capability. Since 1995,  

PSS has been utilizing ICP-MS as its primary technique for metals analysis. With this 
instrument, elements are identified and quantified based on the isotope masses that make up 
the individual metal, not simply an absorbance range as with traditional AA or ICP analyses. For 
example, when determining lead, the three most abundant isotopes are analyzed. The ICP-MS 
will allow PSS to keep pace with expected regulatory trends toward lower permissible 
contaminate levels. 

                 

ICP-MS has the simultaneous advantage of multi-element capability and high sensitivity. With 
EPA’s approval of methods 200.8 and 6020, all elemental analyses can be run on a single 
instrument. For example, prior to the introduction of this technology, the eight RCRA metals in a 
TCLP analysis had to be run on up to three separate instruments. ICP-MS allows all eight 
determinations to be run together. This instrument offers lower limits of detection for all 
elements, including those traditionally run by graphite furnace atomic absorption (As, Se, Tl, Sb, 
Pb and Hg). 

 Phase Separation Sciences ICP-MS instruments are equipped with the latest innovations of 
Reaction Cell Technology and High Matrix Interface furthering the benefits of freedom from 
interferences even when those components of the sample are found at very high levels. 

ICP/MS is now considered to be a routine environmental production tool by the EPA. The 
following summarizes the current approvals: 



 Drinking Water - the entire suite of 12 primary contaminants (including mercury) can 

be determined using EPA method 200.8. 

 RCRA - Method 6020 was approved with the Update II to the Third Edition of SW-846.  

 Wastewater – Method 200.8 is in the Federal Register for trace metals with the 

exception of mercury, updated 4/12 to include minerals/hardness and iron.  

 CLP - Special Analytical Services (SAS) method available (6020-CLP-M) for use on a 

regional or state basis  

 


